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Grand Priory of the United Kingdom and Ireland
Members were recently informed that in
line with the rest of Europe the status of
the Priory of the United Kingdom &
Ireland has been changed to that of a
Grand Priory and that I had accepted
the invitation of H.E. Bailiff Grand
Commander Owen Brown GCSJ,
CMSJ, MMSJ to serve as the new
Grand Prior. This is a tremendous
honour and I will do all in my power to
serve the members and work with the
new Priors and Commanders to achieve
the objectives of the Order.
At our Investiture in Glasgow on 24th
August 2013 the Commanderies of
Scotland and England will change to
Priory status with the existing
Commanders James G. Wylie KJSJ and
Vassilios Papalois KJSJ being elevated to
Priors of Scotland and England respectively. The existing
Commanderies of Scotland and England will be renamed
Glasgow and London and the newly elected Commanders
Alan McCulloch KGSJ and John Pettit KCSJ will take the
Oath of Office and commence their term in Office leading
the members of their respective Commanderies.
This restructuring will see us having two additional seats
on the Sovereign Council filled by Prior James G. Wylie
KJSJ and Prior Vassilios Papalois KJSJ. The Sovereign
Council is the legislative body and custodian of the
Sovereignty of the Sovereign Order and meets bi-annually;
the next meeting of the Sovereign Council will take place in
Malta in September 2014.
Our Commanderies are the grass roots of the Order where
every member irrespective of seniority works together
under the leadership of our Commanders to carry out the
objectives of the Order not least of which is to carry out
good works in our communities, raise funds for charitable
giving and to strengthen the Commanderies by bringing in
new members to help in these objectives. It is a goal of the
Grand Priory of the United Kingdom and Ireland to further
strengthen our position by creating new Commanderies in
Scotland and England.
I am enormously encouraged by the range of activities our
members have been involved in over the past few years and
am astonished that this year alone I along with a few other
members were persuaded under the guise of raising funds
for charity to dress up as a crow and sing a song! I shudder
to think with the annual Noel Lunch looming that with my
beard and generous waistline someone might think it
suitable that I don a Santa Claus outfit! As my mentor in the
Order the late H.E. Bailiff Grand Prior of Europe Emeritus
Donald J. Storrie GCSJ, MMSJ said, “Its time to put the fun
back into fundraising.”
For those members who are less active I encourage them
to become more involved perhaps with one of the
committees, where not only will they enjoy a lot of laughter,

make new friends but mostly help in one of
our objectives to raise funds for distribution
to those less fortunate than ourselves. It is
after all the combined effort of many that
makes the greatest effect. There is nothing
stronger than the heart of a volunteer.
Last November members of the
Commandery of England were hosts and
organisers of a wonderful Investiture
weekend in London. We stayed at Warren
House; a delightful hotel situated in the leafy
and tranquil Kingston upon Thames just a
stones throw from the city of London.
Chevalier Father John Wiley KJSJ led the
service and the Investiture was presided
over by H.E. Bailiff Grand Master David R.
L. Rolfe GCSJ, CMSJ, MMSJ. The
Allocution was given by H.E. Conventual
Bailiff Rene Tonna–Barthet GCSJ, CMSJ &
Bar, MMSJ whom I along with many others see as the
Father of the Order within the Grand Priory of the United
Kingdom and Ireland.
The members of the Investiture Committee are working
hard planning an Investiture weekend in Glasgow spanning
22nd to 24th August. One of the highlights will be attending
the Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo at Edinburgh Castle.
The Investiture weekend has attracted interest
internationally with members attending from Canada, USA,
Finland, Germany, Denmark and of course the United
Kingdom. Currently twelve new aspirants will receive the
accolade of Knight/Dame of Honour at the Investiture
service at Orchardhill Parish Church in Glasgow presided
over once again by H.E. Bailiff Grand Master David R.L.
Rolfe GCSJ, CMSJ, MMSJ. Chevalier Revd. David Mill
KJSJ and Chevalier Revd. Chris Vermeulen KSJ will lead
the service.
Since the last edition of The European many members
within the Grand Priory of the United Kingdom and Ireland
travelled to the Sovereign Council Meeting in San Francisco
where apart from the business meeting of the members of
The Sovereign Council we enjoyed the hospitality of the
Commandery of San Francisco which included a Chinese
Buffet complete with Dragon Dancing, a Boat Tour of San
Francisco Bay followed by dinner at St. Francis Yacht Club
and the wonderful Investiture Service at Grace Cathedral at
the top of Nob Hill followed by the Gala Dinner at the
exclusive Pacific Union Club.
In closing I wish to pay tribute to the outgoing
Commanders Jim and Vassilios who have laid a firm
foundation for their successors. In their new positions as
Priors of Scotland and England they will guide the new
Commanders of Glasgow and London and help expand the
Order by creating new Commanderies in their respective
Priories.
H.E. Bailiff Glenn H. Wales GCSJ
Grand Prior of the United Kingdom and Ireland

COMMANDERY OF
ENGLAND
Dear Brothers and Sisters in
St. John, Greetings from
London
and
the
Commandery of England!

charitable activity. A selection of
photos from our great weekend in
London, feature in another section of
this issue of the European.

Our Commandery hosted a very
successful Investiture in London in
November 2012. The Investiture
events were celebrated in great spirit,
collegiate atmosphere and traditional
English style at Wimbledon’s
splendid Sacred Heart Church and
Surrey’s exclusive Warren House.
The Investiture was Presided by our
Grand Master H. E. Bailiff David R.
L. Rolfe GCSJ, CMSJ, MMSJ who
travelled from Canada with his
wonderful wife Dame Margaret
Rolfe and was attended by Knights
& Dames as well as
many
distinguished guests who travelled to
celebrate with us from around the
world. I would like to express my sincere gratitude to Dame
Vana Papalois and all our Brothers and Sisters who worked
long and hard to make our London Investiture a truly
memorable event. A very special and heart felted thank you
to our Brothers and Sisters from the Commandery of
Scotland for their warm and enthusiastic presence and
support of our Investiture and charitable activities. I would
also like to express my warm congratulations to the world
renowned mariner Chevalier, Professor Captain Vital Alsar
who gave us a pulsating and inspirational lecture entitled
‘A Life of Sailing for Brotherhood and Peace’ dedicated to
the loving memory of two truly remarkable men: our late
Brothers in St. John Anthony Bugeja and Donald Storrie;
they have always a very special place in our hearts.

Furthemore, proud to be the living
history of a 900 year old Christian
tradition of Charity, Integrity and
Honour, our Commandery joins this
year our Brothers and Sisters around
the world in reflecting on the history,
continuity and commitment of our
Order over the centuries to care for
the Lord’s sick and poor – Pro Fide,
Pro Utilitate Hominum.

In London, we were delighted to welcome in our historic
Order: Dame Dr. Maria-Victoria Sanjuan, Chevalier,
Professor George Kyriakides, Chevalier Daniel Larkin,
Chevalier The Reverend Chris Vermeulen and Squire Timos
Papalois. They have distinguished themselves for their
solid family values, gifted personality, Christian ethos and
remarkable professional achievements, community
leadership and service. We are truly thrilled to welcome
them aboard!
The Investiture events also helped us to raise a significant
amount of funds that will allow us to further expand our

Our Order’s 900th Anniversary
will be celebrated on Saturday the
22nd June at the Holy Family RC
Church in Acton, West London,
where our next business meeting has
been planned to take place and
where we will join our Brother
Chevalier Reverend Father John Wiley to celebrate our
patronal feast day. Our Brothers and Sisters will also receive
their individual NONACENTENNIAL (MCXIII-MMXIII)
Medal and will have a unique opportunity to reflect upon
this unique occasion through special short presentations.
Following the Church Service, Dame Anne Bugeja will
most graciously host a luncheon in her beautiful home; we
are most grateful to Dame Bugeja for her kind hospitality
and we are looking forward to a great afternoon for our
Brothers and Sisters and our guests.
Some other excellent news for us was that Dame Barbara
Hislop moved with her husband John from Canada to
England - the New Forest area in Burley - and has joined
our Commandery; we offer Barbara and John a warm
welcome.
We are looking forward to seeing you at the Investiture
of the Commandery of Scotland in Glasgow in August
where we will all unite again to welcome new Brothers and
Sisters, work for the noble causes of our Order and humbly
ask for the Blessing of St. John.
With Kindest Regards,
Your Brother in St. John,
Commander , Professor Vassilios E. Papalois
KJSJ, MD, PhD, FICS, FRCS, FEBS

COMMANDERY OF
SCOTLAND
As most of you will be aware
the Commandery of Scotland
donated £29,000 to various
charities during the year
ended 31st December, 2012
and there are some articles
within the current edition of
the European Magazine
regarding at least some of
these donations and their
recipients.
A very successful Lanarkshire
Noel Charity Lunch was held in
December and raised £6,200 for
St Andrew’s Hospice.
The Inaugural SOSJ Burns Supper
was held on Saturday 26th January,
2013 at the home of Dame May
Storrie and we must thank May for
her extremely generous sponsorship.
This was a great fun event and whilst
celebrating the life and works of Rabbie Burns, as every
Burns Supper should, we also managed to incorporate a
hilarious tribute act to "Fran and Anna" together with a fully
costumed rendition of "The Three Craws". After taking
account of various donations and gift aid, the Commandery
raised well in excess of £3,000 and at the same time all of
the guests thoroughly enjoyed a great evening.
On Saturday 16th February we held a Commandery
Meeting to update members on various matters including
the initial arrangements for our Investiture to be held in
August. It was also expected that the Founders Medal and
Bar commemorating the 900th Anniversary of the founding
of the Sovereign Order of St. John of Jerusalem, Knights
Hospitaller would be presented to members at the meeting.
Unfortunately, the medals were held up at Customs and did
not arrive in time for the meeting. However, arrangements
will be made to distribute these medals to members as soon
as possible.
The Second Annual Gourmet Dinner and Wine Evening
was held on Saturday 20th April and was once again
organised by Grand Prior Glenn Wales and Chevalier
Maurice Taylor. It was held in the Holiday Inn Theatreland
and the 70 guests present enjoyed a sumptuous five course
gourmet dinner prepared by Gerry Sharkey, the Executive
Chef of La Bonne Auberge and served by Sean Simpson,

the Restaurant Manager, and their
respective teams. In addition to
sponsoring the champagne reception
Aspirant Liam Dunn of Matthew
Clark gave some extremely well
informed comments on each of the
excellent wines served with the
various courses. This was a truly
exceptional evening in terms of food
and wine and, in addition, we were
treated
to
some
excellent
entertainment from members of the
Royal Scottish National Orchestra.
The event raised almost £4,000
which will go towards the Grand
Priory Trust Fund for charities.
Currently a number of the
members of the Commandery of
Scotland are heavily involved in
planning and preparing for our
Investiture which will take place on
Saturday 24th August, 2013. The events will commence
with an "Out of Towners" reception in the Holiday Inn
Theatreland on Thursday 22nd August and on Friday 23rd
August there is an optional trip to the Edinburgh Royal
Military Tattoo. The Investiture Service will be held in
Orchardhill Parish Church on Saturday 24th August and will
be followed by a Gala Dinner in the Trades Hall of the
Trades House of Glasgow. The world renowned Phoenix
Choir will take part in the Investiture Service and the
entertainment at the Gala Dinner will be provided by the
Caledonian Fiddle Orchestra.
As you will appreciate, an event like this takes a lot of
planning and the Organising Committee is working hard to
ensure that this will be an event to enjoy and remember. At
present there are eight Aspirants joining the Commandery of
Scotland, two aspirants joining the Commandery of
Helsinki in Finland and two joining the German
Association.
I do hope that all Members of the Commandery of
Scotland will attend our Investiture Service in support of
our Aspirants and participate in an event which will be
attended by quite a few members from overseas.
Commander J G Wylie KJSJ

The
Tullochan Trust

The Simon
Community

Chevalier John Thomson KCSJ
presenting a cheque for £1500 to
June MacDonald, General Manager
of the Tullochan Trust

The Trust works with young people in
West Dunbartonshire, one of the
most deprived areas in Scotland.
The aim is to give young people 9 –
17 years, to live full and rewarding
lives, and the goal is to create
stability and sustainability e.g.
creating a “can do” attitude. Since
1996 the Trust has supported over
5000 young people addressing their
individual challenges and by doing
so changed their lives for the better.
The Trust works in partnership with
local schools, police, community
groups and relevant agencies
offering a wide range of activities
across all its very varied projects
which include, arts and crafts, music,
drama, outdoor education, sport,
healthy living, IT, literacy and general
personal development.

Chevalier John Thomson KCSJ presenting a cheque for
£1500 to Lorraine McGrath the Chief Executive of the Simon Trust.

The Glasgow Simon Community (GSC) has been
working for over 40 years with people experiencing
homelessness. An estimated 3000 men and women use
each year the services offered. The work encompasses
issues around addiction, mental health, social inclusion,
employability, literacy and numeracy and volunteering.
Despite the huge changes in the City and in homelessness,
the values held by the volunteers who set up the original
GSC home are every bit as important today; person centred
services, a non-judgemental approach, and a commitment to
involving service users in shaping future strategy.
The Strategy is a “continuum of care” to the homeless
enabling them to access the service they require when
appropriate.

The Preshal Trust
The Trust is a recognised Christian charity which in
a friendly, loving and supportive way, seeks to
tackle, head on, the problem of social exclusion in
the Linthouse area of Glasgow.
The problem is manifested in poverty, alcohol and
drug addition, low literacy and numeracy levels,
depression and low self-esteem.
The Trust, working with other agencies provides
a range of social, recreational and educational
activities which enables these issues to be dealt with
effectively.
An holistic approach is adopted with a view to
catering for the whole person, including meeting
individual, physical, mental and spiritual needs as
a Christian rooted organisation.

Chevalier John Thomson KCSJ presenting a cheque for £1500
to Her Grace, the Duchess of Montrose, the Patron of the
Preshal Trust.

Marie Curie Cancer Care
Glasgow Hospice
Members
of
the
Commandery of Scotland
donated £5,000. to Marie
Curie Cancer Care –
Glasgow Hospice in
memory of H.E. Bailiff
Donald J. Storrie GCSJ,
MMSJ.
Donald was
Chairman of the Big Build
Committee responsible
for finding £16.1 million
pounds to build the
hospice a task, which he
accomplished in only
three years.
Commander James G. Wylie KJSJ and H.E. Bailiff Grand Prior Glenn H. Wales GCSJ making
the cheque presentation to Nicola Sommers, Hospice Manager at the Glasgow Hospice earlier this year.

Humanitarian actions undertaken
by the Priory of Brittany in France
In France there is a
Law (1901) that allows
private organizations
creating or taking
over educational or
non
benefit
institutions
whose purpose
is to teach or
give
medical
support to the needy, to receive some help from the
State.
To receive such help, these institutions must sign an
agreement and follow certain rules such as building codes,
safety rules and quality standards or accept students from
all faith and religions.
The downside is you cannot do what you want but on the
other hand you receive some financial help.
This Law is well supported by the French population and
attempts by some government to change it for secularist
reasons have so far failed.
In 1971, our Association was created by Dames and
Knights of the Priory of Brittany to ensure the continuity of
the “Pro Utilitate Hominum” of the Order. His President
was Grand Master General du Chelas.
Thanks to Providence they were contacted by a group of
doctors, psychologists and other health professionals
searching for such an Association to carry out their project
to give assistance to children up to 20 years old and affected
by serious psychological problems.
Our Association was officially recognized by the State in
1975 with the aim of:
- Help to provide to children, sick, handicapped or older
persons and generally speaking to all in need.
- The promotion, support or creation of Centers that
could promote such objectives.
Many of our members have donated money and buildings
or have made long-term loans without interest.
Today the Association of the Priory of Brittany manages:
3 Centers medico-psycho-pedagogical (CMPP) of child
care providing more than 22,000 sessions per year to 1,300
children and youth with mental or social problems.
Brest created in 1971, 25 people who give 11000 sessions
per year to 700 children.
Redon created in 1977, 13 people who give 5300 sessions
per year to 400 children
Vitre created in 1979, 13 people who give 5700 sessions
per year to 200 children.
3 Centers and Service Assistance by work that support
150 physically or mental handicapped or former alcoholics
and provides job within our workshops.
Plouray created in 1982, 5 workshops: woodworking with
21 handicapped people, farm of 140 acres with 10
handicapped people, wood charcoal with 9 handicapped
people, gardens maintenance with 16 handicapped people,
maintenance for above with 7 handicapped people.
Saint Jean sur Couesnon created in 1987, activities:
gardens maintenance, flowers, nursery (trees and green
plants) over 34 handicapped people.

Fougeres created in 1988, give care to 34 adults with
serious deficiency.
A home for disabled employees or retirees.
In addition, we actively support the St Joseph Village, an
Association that cares for homeless people. We have
acquired a house for them to lodge them and create
workshops.
We also provide international humanitarian assistance, in
particular with shipments to hospitals and orphanages of
various medical equipments, drugs, and pharmaceuticals,
food and clothing, or to countries affected by natural
disasters or war.
Some of the countries are: Poland, Russia, and Nicaragua
with the coordination, participations and help of the
Commandery of Palm Beach, Bosnia, Kosovo, Romania,
Cambodia, Ivory Cost, Congo, Palestine, Vietnam, Algeria,
Morocco, Senegal, Cameron, Benin, and Haiti.
The medical equipments are usually collected and
reworked at Quimper with the assistance of our members
of the Commandery Leon-Cornouaille and shipped by truck
with someone from the Commandery to be sure the goods
are delivered to the right people or by sea.
Anyone can be a member of our Association by making a
small donation, let say 50 Euros or Dollars.
Our Association is named:
Association des Oeuvres Sociales et Hospitalieres de
l’Ordre Régulier de St Jean de Terre Sainte en Bretagne
22 rue de la Dehanne, 22400 LAMBALLE, France.
Remy Leprette
President of the Association
January 2013

General Chapter 2012
of the Priory of Brittany

Every year the Knights and Dames of the Priory of
Brittany met at Abbey Campénéac in Brittany for
two days of retreat.
We reported on our charity activities. We decided
to celebrate the 900th anniversary of the
establishment of the Order on the occasion of the
feast of Saint John, Saturday, June 22, 2012. Every
Knight and Dame will reconfirm their commitment
to the Order and its recognition on 15th February
in this way.
These two days were an opportunity to share
experiences, listen to conferences and pray together.
On Sunday, we took the General chapter and
attended mass. The weekend ended with a meal
together at the abbey.
Comme chaque année les Chevaliers et Dames du
Prieuré de Bretagne se sont retrouvés à l’abbaye de
Campénéac en Bretagne pour deux jours de retraite.
Nous avons fait le point sur nos actions caritatives
et avons pris la décision de fêter les 900 ans de la
création de l'Ordre lors de la fête de la Saint Jean le
samedi 22 juin 2012. Chaque Chevalier et Dames
manifestera personnellement son attachement à
l’Ordre et sa reconnaissance le 15 février à sa
manière.
Ce fut l’occasion de partager nos expériences,
d’écouter des conférences et de prier ensemble.
Le dimanche, nous avons tenu le chapitre puis
assisté à la messe. Le weekend s’est achevé par un
repas pris en commun à l’abbaye.

Commandery of Scotland Burns Supper
The inaugural Burns Supper of the Commandery of Scotland was held at the home of Dame May
Storrie when 42 members and guests enjoyed an evening of true Scottish entertainment.
Dame Irene Loudon started the evening off with a beautiful rendition of Burns music. The
Selkirk Grace was delivered by Chevalier The Reverend Chris Vermeulen, a stirring address to
the Haggis given by Chevalier Alan McCulloch, the Haggis being piped in true tradition led by
the piper, and an amusing and informative Immortal Memory delivered by Chevalier Ronnie
Smith. Chevalier Fergus Coutts the proposed the “Toast to the Lassies” with his usual wit and
well known charm.
Commander Jim Wylie acted as Master of Ceremonies for the evening and also performed as
one of the Three Craws, the other two being none other than Chevalier Alan McCulloch and
Grand Prior Glenn Wales.
Dames May Storrie and Elaine Wales gave a hilarious impersonation of two well known Scottish
entertainers Fran and Anna.
The evening was rounded off by the group singing Burns Songs accompanied by Charlie Abel,
a one man Ceilidh Band who had played throughout dinner.

Gourmet Dinner
and Wine Evening
Menu
Saturday 20th April 2013
Fresh baked sourdough baguette ns
Terrine of Scottish seafood

with Lescure hand churned butter from Chalo
with poached langoustine, confit tomato and

sauce bois boudran

Picpoul de Pinet, Domaine Sainte-Anne

d Muscadet

Surprisingly bright and fresh, like a fuller bodie
with plenty of citrussy fruit

Warm Vichysoisse

e fraiche,

, crèm
with locally foraged wild garlic and wild leeks
chives and Avruga caviar

Twice baked soufflé St Mauree
with crab beignet and lobster bisqu

c
Château du Seuil, Graves Blanarom
as,

Bouquet of honey and citrus fruits, floral
with a classic Graves minerally on the palate

Lemon Sorbet

with a splash of triple sec

Coq au Vin

en with Alsace bacon,
Hand reared locally sourced Saint Brides chick
button onions and mushrooms and red wine sauce

s du Rhône, Les Rabassières

Côte
with a note of mint
Ripe, crushed currant and berry fruit aromas sweet spices
are supported on the weighty palate by
Dark chocolate torte

e and chocolate biscuit

mous
Layered with raspberry marmalade, pistachio

Château du Seuil, Cérons

ed bouquet

A rich, luscious wine with a pronounced honey
and fresh, citrus flavours

Freshly brewed cafetière coffee
with macaroons

Liqueurs

Creme de Menthe or Cointreau

Members of the Commandery of Scotland
recently held a fund raising Gourmet Dinner
and Wine Evening in Glasgow to raise funds
for charities in Scotland. The theme was the
“Auld Alliance” and members and their
guests dined on the best of Scottish
produce, prepared and cooked in the
traditional classic French style by award
winning Executive Chef Gerry Sharkey of La
Bonne Auberge and his team.
Entertainment, which also had a distinctly
Gallic flavour, was provided by members of
the Royal Scottish National Orchestra
including a cabaret by the brass section of
the orchestra.
Our wines were all from France and
Aspirant Liam Dunn a Director of Matthew
Clark the UKʼs largest wine wholesaler
introduced us to each wine as the evening
progressed. He also led us through ʻWine
Manʼs Bluffʼ a game to pit our knowledge
against each other with a blind tasting.
Those present on the evening purchased
many cases of wine to continue enjoying
them in their own homes in the months
ahead and the Order received a
commission on these sales to go towards
our charitable efforts.

Spotlight on our
First Squire
TIMOS V. PAPALOIS
I was born on a
snowy day on
31st of March
1995
in
Minneapolis,
MN USA. I am
the eldest of
four children in
my family (two
sisters and a
brother) and
live in London
England since
October 1995. I
received bilingual education during
primary school (Greek-English) and
completed my GCSEs at Richard
Challoner High School in Surrey. I
currently study for my A levels in the
Federated Sixth Form of Richard
Challoner and Holy Cross Schools in
Surrey.
I consider myself as a citizen of the world
and I am truly proud of my triple and rich
Greek, British and American cultural identity.
I love learning languages (Greek, English,
French, German) and visiting museums and
sites of historical and cultural interest at home
and abroad.
My personal achievements and affiliations
include:
Stabilo Childrenʼs Painting
Competition (came first, age 9), United
Nations -16th International Childrenʼs
Painting Competition on the Environment
(came 2nd representing England, age 12),
Worcester Bosch – Overall and Spring
Winner 2009 Images Award of the Worcester
Environment 2020 Initiative (came first, age
14), 9th Wimbledon Scout Group Patrol
Leader (2005-2009), Volunteer at the British
Red Cross and
Wimbledon Societyʼs
Museum and Art Collection.
I was inspired by my familyʼs strong
commitment to the noble causes of the
Sovereign Order of St. John of Jerusalem Knights Hospitaller since I was a little boy.
Through the Order, I had the chance to meet
a number of people whose great personal
qualities and wisdom have deeply influenced
and inspired me as a person.
It is truly an honour for me to become a
Squire in this historic and ecumenical
Christian Order and promise to do my very
best to serve its charitable causes Pro Fide
Pro Utilitate Hominum.

Donation for
Muguli Primary School

In the photo, Chevalier Apostolos Papalois, together with
Director Mr Kouvaras, in the offices of Action Aid Hellas.

During the month of June 2012 the Order donation of €2,500 in
Action Aid Hellas, which comes from the donation made by
Chevalier Apostolos Papalois, KSJ, was completed.
Rwanda’s recent history is dominated by the 1994 genocide when
a million people died and more than two million fled to neighbouring
countries. In 1996, many thousands of these refugees begun to return
home, placing an already-damaged country under even greater stress.
Rwanda is still a very poor country. Farmland is infertile, in short
supply and suffers from erratic rainfall. Yet Rwanda has seen
remarkable success in the last few years, with poverty reduction
matched by strong economic growth. It is a great example of a place
where well-spent aid has created long lasting success.
ActionAid‘s first work in Rwanda began in 1994 ,providing
emergency relief to people displaced by war. Since then, ActionAid
have been working with former refugees and survivors of the
genocide on resettlement and rehabilitation projects. Our work is
largely carried out through local community groups, so that change
can be appropriate and long lasting.

A new classroom

Muguli primary school is located in Muko sector in Musanze District
in Northern Province which has a population of about 18,384 (Female
9743, Male 8641) and Muguli primary school is made up of 875
pupils (433 girls and 442 boys)
Previously, the only school in the area was an old building in serious
despair which could fall down any time. The retention and educational
performance of the students was very low due to the overcrowded
classrooms, inadequate teaching materials and the poor infrastructure.
The new building consists of three classrooms and a water tank for the
collection of rain water.

Erskine Hospital for war veterans
Erskine is a family. Our
strength lies in the very
special blend of dedicated
care,
compassion
and
understanding we offer to
our residents and their
families. As Scotland’s
foremost provider of care
for veterans, we provide
unrivalled rehabilitation,
nursing and dementia care
in our homes throughout
Scotland.

aspects of rehabilitation,
however. We can also help
with supported employment,
housing and contact with
other veterans who have
experienced
similar
challenges.

Speech and language
therapy
The speech therapy ranges
from
assessing
and
supporting residents with
swallowing difficulties to
A personal approach
providing
therapy
for
Each Erskine resident is
residents
with
allocated a key worker.
communication difficulties
Together with the resident and
as a result of stroke,
their family, the key worker
progressive
neurological
will create a personal care
conditions or cognitive
plan. The plan includes likes
decline. We run regular
Chevalier T.I. Robertson, T.D., K.G.S.J. (right) presenting a cheque to
and dislikes such as food,
SONAS sessions, a lunch
Tom Ley, Queen’s Own Cameron Highlanders (left)
drinks, recreational activities
club and communication
and what the person enjoys.
groups, as well as carrying
We offer a unique quality of care with the provision of
out individual swallowing and language assessments
physiotherapy, speech and language therapy, podiatry and
enhanced medical care on site.
Physiotherapy
Erskine has a dedicated physiotherapy team – based at our
Residential nursing care
homes in Bishopton and Edinburgh – which provides a
There are many veterans who, through disability, frailty, or
physiotherapy service to all our homes. Most other homes
for their own personal welfare and wellbeing choose to live
rely on NHS physiotherapy treatment for their residents –
in a caring environment.
our approach means that none of our veterans miss out on
Nursing care is available on a 24-hour basis and is delivered
this type of care.
in a way that makes residents as comfortable as possible.
We are very fortunate that donations have enabled us to buy
Our homes provide a unique mix of the latest facilities,
an excellent range of physiotherapy equipment. This is used
attractive surroundings, highly skilled care provision and a
in the rehabilitation of residents following any kind of
warm friendly environment. These factors help all residents
illness, from a broken leg to a chest infection.
enjoy a real quality of life, a sense of purpose and fun.
Respite and short break care
Dementia care
If your carer is in need of a break, or if you’re recovering
Erskine Park, our specialist dementia care home in the
from an illness or injury and just need a place where you’ll
grounds of the Erskine Estate, is specifically designed to
be well looked after, Erskine is a great place to recharge
help people with dementia. It has four self-contained
your batteries.
houses, each for ten residents.
We provide respite and short break care to ex-Service men
and women and their current spouses. It’s ideal for:
Specialist treatment
• Convalescence – giving you time to recover in a caring
Our staff are fully trained to understand dementia and how
environment
best to care for individuals with dignity and respect.
• Rehabilitation – with access to physiotherapy
Through daily planned activities, social and mental
specialists and equipment
stimulation and interaction, we can bring relief from the
• A well-earned rest – a welcome break for many carers
frustrations and tensions linked with dementia.
We have respite accommodation at our Erskine Home,
where 24 hour nursing care is provided, and also at our
Edinburgh home. In addition, there are respite places for
people with dementia in Haig House.
Rehabilitation care
All Service people understand the risks of injury or
emotional illness that are associated with conflict. Working
with other agencies – such as ex-Service organisations and
the Ministry of Defence – we provide a caring,
rehabilitation care service for those who have been
wounded or injured.
A rounded care service
Our 24 hour nursing care goes well beyond the medical

Palliative care
When an elderly relative or friend is in need of palliative
care, you’ll want to make sure that they’re looked after in a
way that helps them maintain their dignity, and provides
privacy when this is required. You’ll also want them to stay
in a supportive environment where they will be treated with
respect.
A team approach
At Erskine, our team approach addresses the needs of the
resident and their family. We aim to provide relief from pain
and other distressing symptoms. At the same time we
recognise the psychological and spiritual needs of our
residents – and tailor our care to ensure that these are met as
well.

Commandery of England Investiture in London
Members of the Commandery of England were hosts and organisers of a wonderful
Investiture, which took place at the historic Sacred Heart Church in Wimbledon where
members and guests had exclusive occupancy of Warren House Hotel in picturesque
Kingston upon Thames.
Five new outstanding members were invested into the Order including our first Squire
Timos Papalois.

Noel Lunch
The 9th Noel Lunch was held once again at the Crutherland House Hotel, East Kilbride,
chaired by the well known scottish comedian Andy Cameron supported by the members
of the Commandery of Scotland.
Since the first lunch over £400,000 has been raised for charitable giving including the
Maggie Centres, Bobath Scotland, St Andrews Hospice amongst others. This years lunch
which will be the 10th Anniversary will once again be held in the Crutherland House Hotel
on Friday 13th December 2013. The lead organisers for this event are Dame May Storrie
and Chevalier Ronnie Smith.

Easterhouse Phoenix Development
On 11th December 2012 I met with Richard McShane and Alan Murphy, two Directors and Trustees of Easterhouse
Phoenix Development which seeks to build on the initiative originally started by the late Frankie Vaughan. One of
its aims is to provide a community and opportunity centre in Easterhouse focusing on the most vulnerable, excluded
and marginalised residents of that deprived area. In addition to providing a meeting place for all ages to encourage
communication, support and understanding within the local community, another of the main objectives of the Centre
is to combat gang/territorial violence, underage drinking, drug use and anti-social behaviour among the youth by
providing a comprehensive range of diversionary activities which appeal to young people. Currently the charity is
refurbishing an old disused library to use as a base and community gathering point and in the past eighteen months
the Trustees have made remarkable progress but they desperately need funds to complete the required building
repairs.
Richard and a few volunteers run a number of football teams made up of members of various gangs in the area who now
play football as team mates despite, until recently, being sworn enemies involved in gang violence. The local police force
has complimented the Directors of EPD and their team of volunteers for the marked drop in gang related violence since the
project was started.
On behalf of the Members of the Commandery of Scotland I presented a cheque for £1,500, as a donation towards the
refurbishment of the former library building, to Alan Murphy, one of the Directors and Trustees of Easterhouse Phoenix
Development. Alan requested that I pass on to you the grateful thanks of all concerned in this very worthwhile project.
Commander J G Wylie CA, KJSJ

British Red Cross Kintyre Transport Appeal

From left to right - Jim Wylie Ian Donnachie (FESS Co-ordinator), Morag
Smith (Senior Community Fundraiser, Argyll, Bute and Dumbartonshire)
Glenn Wales and Marie Hayes (Operations Director).

On 17th December 2012 H.E. Bailiff Grand Prior Glenn
Wales GCSJ and Commander Jim Wylie KJSJ
presented a cheque for £1,000 to the British Red Cross
Kintyre Transport Appeal Fund.

The British Red Cross operates a minibus service to help
isolated and vulnerable people in the Lochgilphead,
Inveraray, Oban and Campbeltown area by providing door
to door transport to GP and other medical and important
appointments. The Red Cross alternative to public transport
means vulnerable and disabled members of the community
can use an accessible vehicle with a driver trained in first
aid to take them to their appointments rather than facing a
three hour, or more, round trip by local public transport. The
transport service also collects people from the island ferries
and takes them to the airport to catch flights for treatment in
Glasgow, or in some cases takes them by road to Glasgow
for hospital appointments. The British Red Cross Transport
Appeal Fundraising Team needs to raise funds by means
of voluntary donations to cover the costs of operating what
is an essential service and were most appreciative of the
support given by the SOSJ.
Commander J G Wylie CA, KJSJ

The Siege of 1522 (Part 2)
Continuing the article about the Siege Of Rhodes,
which appeared in the last issue of the EUROPEAN
Typical of the warfare throughout
this siege, was the repeated heavy
assault on the bulwark of the English
Knights, which was several times
mined from underneath. On
September 4th, this wall was again
successfully mined and exploded,
destroying 36 feet of the wall. The
Turks soon gained control of this
position and planted their standard.
The Grand Master, praying prostrate
before the altar of Saint Mary of
Victory, hearing the explosion,
rushed to the wall, led a furious fight
to the top, and personally tore down
the Turkish banner. The battle
continued for hours and more than
two thousand Turks were killed.
Rhodian musketeers along the wall
shot down hundreds, while Knights in
armour met steel with steel in hand-to-hand combat. A
few days later a similar assault was launched against the
bulwark of Italy, with almost identical results. Four days
later, Mustapha Pasha with four battalions again
assaulted the English bastion, and then the bastion of the
Spanish Langues, i.e. Aragon as well as Castille and
Portugal. The fighting defies description, and this time
the Turks lost more than three thousand Janissaries.
Then on September 24th, Mustapha Pasha decided to
attack the Knights on all fronts, bombarding the bastions
which were held by Italy, Aragon , England, Provence,
Auvergne and Castille and Portugal. The resistance and
heroism of the islanders and of the Knights , exceeded human
expectations. Often only a few fought against hundreds, not
to say thousands, in hand-to-hand combat. Furthermore, the
Order's sharpshooters, some using the crude harquebuses of
the time, were deadly. One French Knight, a nobleman called
Fornovi, shooting from one of the Towers is said to have
killed more than 450 Saracens and Janissaries during the
siege.
Thus the battle continued, almost without respite, from
June 20th to December 1522. At one stage, the Grand Master,
dressed in his armour, passed thirty-four successive nights
behind the entrenchment on the Aragonese bastion, ready to
repulse the next attack, sleeping and waking, , and only
eating when there was a respite from the continuous attacks
and bombardment.
Nearly every bastion was reduced to rubble by the
continuous cannonades and underground explosions, but
only to discover, the very next morning, that the Order had
dug new ditches and built new walls behind those that were
destroyed. Moreover, while the courage and fanaticism of the
Turkish troops was astounding, the heroism of the Knights
and the Rhodian residents who were fighting for their lives
and for their women and children (who would most probably
be violated and put to horrible deaths if the Saracens
prevailed) was even greater.
But the prolonged siege took its toll. By mid December,
only a few Knights were still alive. Tens of thousands of
Turks were dead. The stench of rotting bodies of men and
animals hung all over the island. The unsanitary conditions

caused much disease. The suffering of
thousands of wounded and dying was
horrendous.
Finally, with winter
approaching, the Sultan offered a truce.
He had no idea how many Knights
remained, and if a considerable number
were still alive, and they continued to
fight as they had done, the siege would
be too costly for him to continue.
Similarly, the Grand Master was
faced with a possible rebellion by the
civilian inhabitants, mainly of Greek
origin, and the demands of the clergy
for a truce and with too few Knights
still able to resist, L'Isle Adam agreed
to negotiate..
Filled with awe for the Knights, and
in sharp contrast to the past cruel
Muslim treatment, The Sultan was very
generous. He ordered that if the Order would surrender
Rhodes, he promised that no action would be taken against
any of the churches, children would not be taken from their
parents, and everybody on the Island would be allowed to
follow their religion, Furthermore if any residents of Rhodes
wanted to, they could leave with the Knights, and those who
remained would pay no taxes for a period of five years. The
Knights would be allowed to leave Rhodes in their own
galleons and moreover they would be supplied by the Turks
with additional ships if any were needed. The Order could
embark with all its property, relics, consecrated vessels,
records, and artillery on board its warships, and that
Suleiman would make his army retire to several miles from
the walled city so that this evacuation could take place
unhindered. Suleiman himself came into the city to salute
the Grand Master and addressed him by his full title. On the
first day of January 1523, L'Isle Adam and his intrepid
Knights put to sea on fifty ships, loaded with the Order's
property, together with all those who fought with the Order,
and all those Islanders who wished to leave Rhodes with
them.
In the same year of 1523, a historian noted that a former
Knight had given up his military background and had taken
the robes of a Priest. This Knight was later to become
Cardinal Julio de Medici, and who during this year was
elected Pope Clement VII. During his inaugural pontifical
procession the great standard of the Order of Hospitallers
flew prominently at the head of the procession.
The siege of Rhodes ended with a great Turkish victory,
although at very high cost,: as nearly half of the original
invading force had been killed or wounded. The conquest of
Rhodes enabled the Turkish Empire to control the major part
of the east Mediterranean sea and which ensured the security
of its communication between Constantinople and Cairo, in
Egypt as well as the other ports in eastern Mediterranean.
Thus after a stay of nearly 213 years of residence, the
Knights left Rhodes, and spent the next eight years roaming
the Mediterranean without a proper base, until in 1530.
Philip V of Spain granted them the Island of Malta and its
dependences, and it was then that Grand Master Phillipe
Villiere de l’Isle Adam, landed on the island and thus became
the first Grand Master on the Island of Malta. .

Commandery of Hungary
Year 2013 - A New Era Begins
Just as The Sovereign Order of St John of
Jerusalem, Knights Hospitaller has been
fighting various forces and enemies for
centuries, the Hungarian Commandery has
been going through a difficult time during
2012 and early 2013.
Having served as the Commander of the
Commandery of Hungary since its formation in
March 2006, Chevalier Doug Daniel KCSJ term
of office came to an end at the end of 2012. Doug
has done an excellent job in leading the
Commandery and the time had come to find his
successor.
In the spring of 2013 and with the importance
of the 900th Anniversary of the founding of the
Order and following the recommendation of our
founding Commander we elected a new leader
Chevalier Istvan Molnar on the 1st March 2013.
He is the CEO and owner of a group of financial
companies and has been highly active in various
charitable organisations in both Hungary and
Romania. His appointment to office and under
Istvan’s leadership the Commandery of Hungary
are now re-focusing their attention to the charities
in which they have been actively involved since
formation.
The appointment of Istvan and the
commemeration of the Order’s 900th anniversary
was held at the magnificent St John’s Chapel of
the St John’s Hospital where our prelate
Chevalier Dr Laszlo Molnar KSJ led the
ceremony which was witnessed by the members,
family and friends.
This was followed by a wonderful celebration
dinner which made the 900th anniversary of the
Order and the installation of our new Commander
even more memorable.

Chevalier József DOKTOR, KCGSJ

Spiritual Message - The meaning of Ascension for me!
This is my first reflection as a
chaplain within the SOSJ and
given the time of year I have
decided to focus our thoughts
on the Ascension. You may be
surprised to learn that heaven
was not as important or as
central in the Gospels as we
sometime like to think. In fact,
Jesus is constantly working to
refocus his followers right here
on earth.
The Kingdom of God (or, in Matthew, the Kingdom of
Heaven) is not a faraway place you go to after you die. It is
here and now and we disciples of all ages are called to be
citizens of this Kingdom now, reaching out and touching
others in Jesus’s name.
The most important characteristics of this Kingdom are
unconditional grace, love, acceptance, forgiveness and
inclusion of all. And it is now! And we experience a
foretaste of the banquet table of heaven whenever we feel
the wetness of water in Baptismal remembrance, when we
take bread and wine in Holy Communion; when we reach
out and touch another human or are touched by God’s love
and grace. Yet we persist in still looking into the heavens
longingly.
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In the Ascension text from Acts 1: 1 -11, Jesus takes his
disciples out to the Mount of Olives one last time to bid
them farewell. He invested the bulk of his ministry and
teaching into them and had repeatedly tried to teach them
that the Kingdom of God is here and now and that they are
called to be workers in this Kingdom.
Yet when Jesus ascends what do the disciples do? They
stand there gazing into the heavens, completely lost and
confused. It is as though they haven’t a clue what to do next.
The Messenger (Angel) who first announced the
resurrection has again to remind them to lower their gaze
and get to work! And still they don’t know what to do. They
return to their locked room. They elect a replacement for
Judas and otherwise do nothing, until that day when the
Holy Spirit invades their locked seclusion and drives them
back into the world that God loves so incredibly.
This Spirit is still with us calling us to lower our gaze and
get to work. There are people who need to be cared for,
supported, loved and visited. People need to be fed and
clothed and provided with health care and housing.
What we are doing as members of SOSJ is bringing God’s
love and grace and acceptance through our charitable work.
The words of the Angel are for us to roll up our sleeves and
make a difference - “People, why do you stand gazing into
the heavens?” There is work to do.
Chevalier Revd. Chris Vermeulen KSJ

SOVEREIGN COUNCIL
MEETING
- SAN FRANCISCO
A group from the Commandery of
Scotland attended the 2012
Sovereign Council Meeting in San
Francisco. On the Friday
afternoon Dames May Storrie,
Elaine Wales and Lynda
McCulloch joined other Dames of
the SOSJ at the historic Century
Club’s monthly lunch as guests of
Patricia Joyce the wife of Prior
Walter Joyce.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Commandery of Scotland
Investiture
22nd to 25th August 2013

Commandery of Glasgow
Business Meeting
Saturday 19th October 2013

Noel Lunch
13th December 2013 - Crutherland
House Hotel

Burns Supper - 2014
Birch House Thorntonhall - date in
January to be confirmed

Gourmet Dinner and
Wine Evening
Saturday 5th April 2014

Sovereign Council
Meeting
Malta - September 2014 - TBC

Chevalier
Robert Loudon Brown KSJ
noradicay@manx.net
+44 (0)1624 838236
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